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ABSTRACT
Different types of buffer layers like InGaN underlayer (UL) and InGaN/GaN superlattices are
now well-known to significantly improve the efficiency of c-plane InGaN/GaN based light
emitting diodes (LEDs). The present work investigates the role of two different kinds of pregrowth layers (low In-content InGaN UL and GaN UL namely “GaN spacer”) on the emission of
core-shell m-plane InGaN/GaN single quantum well (QW) grown around Si-doped !̅-GaN
microwires obtained by silane-assisted MOVPE. According to photo- and cathodoluminescence
measurements performed at room temperature, an improved efficiency of light emission at 435
nm with internal quantum efficiency > 15 % has been achieved by adding a GaN spacer prior to
the growth of QW. As revealed by scanning transmission electron microscopy, an ultra-thin
residual layer containing Si located at the wire sidewall surfaces favors the formation of highdensity of extended defects nucleated at the first InGaN QW. This contaminated residual
incorporation is buried by the growth of GaN spacer and avoids the structural defect formation,
therefore explaining the improved optical efficiency. No further improvement is observed by
adding the InGaN UL to the structure, which is confirmed by comparable values of the effective
carrier lifetime estimated from time-resolved (TR) experiments. Contrary to the case of planar cplane QW where the improved efficiency is attributed to a strong decrease of point defects, the
addition of an InGaN UL seem to have no influence in the case of radial m-plane QW.
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INTRODUCTION
Blue planar c-plane GaN light emitting diodes (LEDs) comprising several InGaN quantum wells
(QWs) with indium content in the range of 15-18% can be achieved with an external quantum
efficiency higher than 80%,1,2 yet these conventional devices suffer adversely from the efficiency
droop at high current injection. Further, the structures grown along the c-axis are negatively
affected by quantum confined stark effect (QCSE),3 which hinders the radiative efficiency of the
InGaN/GaN LEDs and also results in a longer carrier lifetime thus limiting their use in visible
light communication (VLC) devices. During the last decade, core-shell InGaN/GaN QWs grown
on GaN nanowires have been intensely studied4,5,6,7,8,9 in order to overcome the limitations of
planar structures. Nanowire geometry is an important area of investigation for LED application
and presents key-advantages such as the growth of radial non-polar m-plane QWs to avoid
QCSE,4 a high tolerance to lattice mismatched substrates (such as silicon10 or sapphire11) with an
intrinsic low density of dislocations along the wires12,13 a large increase of active region area
limiting the droop efficiency thanks to the reduction of the current density.14 Such core-shell
wires can also be used to develop flexible devices (LEDs and photodetectors)15,16,17,18 and GHzrange µ-LEDs for VLC applications due to the reduced carrier lifetimes of m-plane non-polar
InGaN QWs.19 However, despite the expected QCSE mitigation and dislocation-free crystal
quality, the internal quantum efficiency (IQE) measured by temperature-dependence
photoluminescence is generally found in the range of 5-20% for m-plane core-shell InGaN
multiple quantum wells (MQWs) emitting blue light.20,14 These efficiencies still remain low in
comparison of standard planar LEDs. Combining with high-efficient phosphors, white wires
based-LED have been achieved with relatively low external quantum efficiency (EQE): 3% has
been reported for Ga-polar blue-emitting InGaN/GaN core-shell micro rod LED8 at a current
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density of 40 A/cm2, while 12.5% of EQE of has been reported from N-polar radial InGaN/GaN
core-shell wires15 at a current density of 14 A/cm2.
Several researcher and industrial groups have made effort to improve the efficiency of such coreshell wire-LEDs. The addition of AlGaN underlayer (UL) on core-shell InGaN/GaN MQWs has
recently been studied showing an improvement of IQE from 29 to 35%.21,22 Also,
Rishinaramangalam et al. demonstrated a reduction of reverse leakage current on wires and
triangular stripes covered with InGaN MQWs in presence of AlGaN UL.23 A further optimized
core-shell LED structure including AlGaN UL and electron blocking barrier (EBL) exhibiting an
IQE as high as 62% have been reported by the group of Feezell with the demonstration wire-LED
having an EQE equal to 8.3%.19,24 Also, the group of Waag and the company Osram report coreshell wire-LED with high IQE (about 60%) and high EQE (maximum of 10% at current density
of 40 A/cm2.25 Therefore, achieving high efficiency with wire-based LED remains a significant
challenge till date to be able to compete against the present planar technology.

The high efficiency of standard c-planar LEDs corresponds to extensive research efforts during
more two decades. Among all strategies to raise the efficiency, the use of underlayers (ULs) can
exhibit impressive enhancement of efficiency in InGaN/GaN MQW structures by exploiting
different types of buffer layers in InGaN/GaN structures such as short-period InGaN/GaN
superlattices,26,27 Si-doped (In)GaN prelayers28 and InGaN underlayer (UL) with low Incontent.29,30,31,32 A recent investigation about the role of InGaN underlayer to increase the
InGaN/GaN QW efficiency reveals that an optimized thickness of 55 nm with around 3% indium
content significantly improves the EQE by 3.5 times,32 while at room temperature the QW
effective lifetime increases from 170 ps (no UL present) to 20 ns (with UL) indicating a low nonradiative (NR) recombination rate.33 According to the proposed mechanism, the NR centers
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corresponds to the GaN surface point defects created by the high-temperature growth of GaN
prior to QW. They are then trapped by the InGaN UL allowing a later defect-free QW growth.33
Apart from utilizing InGaN UL as a buffer layer, some recent work also demonstrates that GaN
buffer layer grown at low temperature under nitrogen improves the PL emission (by 40%) by
suppressing some QW chemical contaminations, as indicated by SIMS analysis.34 In view of the
remarkable improvement in the c-plane QW efficiency by inserting the buffer layers, it could be
interesting to extend this strategy to m-plane core-shell heterostructures. Because the surface
energy of GaN differs from c-plane to m-plane, a variation in the defect density for the InGaN
QW grown on the two different facets can be expected. For instance, the additional AlGaN UL
have been successfully integrated in core-shell InGaN QWs allowing to improve the IQE and
EQE of wire-LEDs, as previously mentioned.21,22,23,24

Hence, the objective of this work is to extend the UL study of m-plane core-shell InGaN MQW
systems investigating the influence of GaN and low In-content InGaN pre-growth layers in order
to improve the QW luminescence efficiency. The pre-growth of GaN layer aims to improve the
crystal structural quality before the QW growth (GaN pre-layer is called “GaN spacer” hereafter).
In addition to this first building block, the growth of an additional low In-content InGaN layer is
performed expecting a reduction of point defects (as reported in the literature for c-plane
surfaces) to improve the QW efficiency (this additional layer is called “InGaN UL”). In order to
study the impact of these two types of pre-layers, we propose to work on a simple system
composed of GaN wires with a core-shell InGaN single quantum well (SQW) exhibiting blue
emission. A careful investigation combining both structural and optical measurements for the
wires is presented. Photoluminescence (PL) and cathodoluminescence (CL) are performed at
room temperature to study the spatial emission from wires, while time-resolved (TR)
5

measurement including TRCL and TRPL provide insights of carriers’ recombination along with
an estimation of internal quantum efficiency (IQE) variation. A detailed discussion including
structural analyses by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) is proposed to
understand the results.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Self-assembled GaN wires are grown on nitridated c-plane sapphire substrates along the !̅direction (i.e. N-polar) by catalyst-free metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) using silane
addition in a close coupled showerhead reactor. A thin in situ SiNx film pre-deposited on the
substrate is acting as a partial mask for the growth. The wire-geometry is favored by a high silane
flux (~200 nmol/min), a low V/III ratio (~50), a high growth temperature (1040°C) and a high
pressure (800 mbar).11 The high silane flux injection for 300 s results in a heavily n++ doped GaN
wire (Nd ≈ 1020 cm−3) 35,36 about 18 µm in length. Then, the silane addition is switched off and the
GaN wire continues to grow for another 300 s with an unintentionally doped part (but with quite
strong residual n-type doping in the order of 1018 cm−3).37 This so called ‘upper-part” of the wire’
is about 12 µm in length. Three different samples are investigated for the present study based on
identical wire-geometry as mentioned above (see the schematics in Figure 1). The first sample is
prepared by directly growing radially a single InGaN quantum well (SQW) around the GaN core
for 80 s under N2 with thin GaN capping at growth temperature of 750 °C followed by the growth
of a GaN barrier at growth temperature of 850 °C for 150 s (sample #1 so-called “SQW”, see
Figure 1a). Note that the m-plane InGaN/GaN QW grows selectively around the unintentionally
doped upper-part of the wire due to the SiNx passivation layer formed around the bottom-part
from the silane addition in the preliminary stage.38 The second sample (sample #2 so-called
6

“GaN-spacer+SQW”, see Figure 1b) is grown under N2 carrier gas by adding a GaN spacer at
900 °C for 100 s around the GaN core before the similar growth of InGaN SQW and GaN barrier
as already performed for the first sample followed by a GaN barrier grown at 750°C for 150 s.
The third sample (sample #3 named as “GaN-spacer+UL+SQW”) depicted in the Figure 1c is
prepared by growing a GaN spacer (similar growth conditions as mentioned above) followed by
the growth of an InGaN underlayer (UL) at 800 °C for 900 s (estimated thickness of 150 nm) to
target an indium composition around 3-5% so as to be consistent with the work performed for
planar based structures. The growth is followed by a 25 nm-thick GaN layer at the same
temperature. Then, the structure is completed by the growth of m-plane InGaN/GaN SQW and
GaN barrier using the previous growth parameters followed by a GaN barrier at 750°C. It is
important to mention that the present study is only performed on single InGaN QW, because for
the structures having two or more QWs, the first QW itself may act as a buffer layer, thereby
altering the direct influence of a GaN spacer or an UL on the overall QW efficiency. In the same
way, the growth temperature of the GaN barrier for samples #2 and #3 is set to 750°C to prevent
any influence of temperature on QW efficiency.33
30°-tilted scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the three samples are shown in Figure
1d,e,f respectively. The core-shell geometry located in the upper part of wires is visible for all
samples with wires having a diameter in the 0.7-2 µm range and length in the 25-30 µm range.
The average wire density is around 106 wire/cm2 and is similar for all samples. The growth of
GaN shell performed at lower temperature (900°C) allows to get radial geometry of the
heterostructures. The radial growth has similar length for all samples (about one third of total
wire length) corresponding to the length of wire upper-part grown without silane. A residual
sidewall overgrowth can be observed at the transition region located between the upper and
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bottom part of the wires, which is attributed to a non-continuous passivating film of SiNx around
the GaN core.4,6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optical Characterizations. To measure the influence of UL and spacer on the SQW emission,
optical properties at room temperature of the samples have been investigated using PL of asgrown wires on sapphire and CL of dispersed wires on silicon substrates. The PL experiment is
carried out by using a continuous wave doubled solid-state laser to excite the wires at 244 nm
with an excitation power density of 21 W/cm2. The signals are analyzed through a 46 cm focal
length spectrometer equipped with a 600 grooves/cm grating and detected with a liquid nitrogen
cooled charge coupled device (CCD) camera. For CL experiments, the electron beam with an
acceleration voltage of 5 kV and the probe current of about 1 nA is used to excite the wires. The
resulting CL signal is collected through entrance slit opened at 1 mm by a parabolic mirror and
analyzed with a grating monochromator equipped with a Peltier cooled CCD camera (-60 °C).
The PL emission for the three samples recorded strictly in the same conditions at room
temperature is shown in Figure 2a and CL measurements in Figure 2b-d represent the SEM
images of the typical single wires for the three samples with their corresponding CL
hyperspectral signals. As the wire density is similar for the three samples, the direct comparison
of PL intensity gives a rough indication of the luminescence efficiency. For all of them, we
observe in Figure 2a the emissions of the InGaN QW around 440 nm and of the yellow-band
(YB) defects centered at ~575 nm.
A PL emission around 430 nm can be seen from sample #1 (direct SQW growth) in Figure 2a
with the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 280 meV. The sample #1 exhibits the lower
8

intensity with a possible wavelength variation from 420 to 460 nm. However, the CL mapping in
Figure 2b shows almost no emission from the m-plane sidewalls. Measurements on different
single wires confirm that the overall m-plane emission from SQW sample is negligible. Only the
weak QW emission from the top facet can be observed for the present wire located around 2.8 eV
(with a wire-to-wire variation down to 2.7 eV). Consequently, the PL emission observed for
sample #1 is associated with QW located at the top facet and does not arise from the radial mplane QW. The origin of light emission coming from the top facet can be attributed to c-plane
facets or also semipolar facets present at the junction between c-plane and m-plane surfaces (see
the supporting information).

For sample #2 and #3, the PL emission of the InGaN QW positioned around 435 nm (~2.85 eV)
is observed in Figure 2a with the FWHM of 230 and 256 meV, respectively. For these two
samples, the wavelength variation of QW emission peak is in the range of +/-10 nm. Another
contribution occurs at 3.2 eV (~390 nm) only for the sample #3 evidencing the presence of
InGaN UL with a low indium content estimated at ~5% from the PL emission.39 Further, the
related CL measurements for wire containing GaN spacer without and with InGaN UL (sample
#2 and #3, respectively) clearly show an intense QW emission originating from the m-plane
sidewalls (see Figure 2c,d) with intensity nearly two order in magnitude higher as compared to
the m-plane QW emission from sample #1. This emission is located in the range of 2.7-2.9 eV,
which is attributed to the indium fluctuations for a given target In composition.40. We observe an
overall slight redshift of the transition from the bottom to the top, as it is usually observed for
such InGaN/GaN core-shell structures.41,42 The detection of the top-facet emission for sample #2
and #3 is wire-to-wire dependent because of random morphology of top-facets related to possible
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presence of residual Ga-polarity.43 Such emission from top-facets is always weak in comparison
of the m-plane emission. Also, Figure 2d shows the emission from InGaN UL localized around
3.2 eV all along the wire-sidewall without noticeable red-shift indicating much smaller indium
fluctuations in agreement with the low-In content. This emission is present on full wire sidewalls
and proves that the core-shell growth of low In-content InGaN UL is actually effective prior the
QW growth on m-plane surfaces. The CL intensity between UL and SQW signals are changing in
opposite way along the wire. On the SEM image, the wire becomes thicker along the direction of
wire-top. Consequently, at the beginning of the core-shell region, more electron-hole pairs are
generated in the GaN core and in the UL that enhances the emission of UL (carriers can then
diffuse from the GaN core to the UL but cannot reach the QW). At the wire top, the increase of
thickness limits the carrier generation into the GaN core and UL favoring the emission of SQW.
In the same way, we notice that the acceleration voltage also plays a key role in the CL intensity
of InGaN UL versus SQW, which is related to the excitation depth of e-beam (see the supporting
information).

From these CL analyses, a direct comparison of PL intensities of sample #2 and #3 with sample
#1 is not straightforward because the origin of SQW luminescence is different: either related to
top facets for the sample #1 or related to m-facets for samples #2 and 3. We noticed that the
emission from the sample #1 in both PL and CL emission exhibits one order of magnitude lower
intensity compared to other two samples, whereas the similar intensity for both PL and CL
measurements is observed for sample #2 and #3. The similar PL intensity of SQW with and w/o
InGaN UL indicates the absence of efficiency improvement. This observation could point out that
the thickness of UL chosen for the study may not be suitable for the core-shell structure.
Therefore, a series of samples similar to sample #3 but with variable UL thickness (estimated
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thickness varying from 50 to 200 nm) has been grown additionally and characterized by PL (see
the supporting information). No significant improvement has been recorded in the QW emission
as a function of the UL thickness. Finally, it is observed from the PL and CL measurements that
the presence GaN spacer grown prior to the InGaN SQW allows the core-shell QW emission
from m-plane facets.

Further investigation for the three samples is performed using temperature dependent PL
experiment to study the competition between the radiative and non-radiative (NR) recombination
as shown in Figure 3a-c. Assuming negligible NR recombination at low temperature, the
luminescence intensity at room temperature is normalized with the intensity at low temperature to
provide an estimation of the upper bound of the IQE.44,45 The difference of the PL emission peak
of the sample #1 compared to samples #2 and #3 at 5K is attributed to the different surface
orientation of the SQW emission (top-facet vs m-plane facets). The emission of sample #1 comes
from SQW on wire top-facet with possible polar or semipolar surface orientations, which can
differently emit at low temperature combined maybe with screening effects for the polar c-plane
QW. A low estimated IQE of 3.6% is measured for the sample #1 containing only top-facet SQW
(see Figure 2b) indicating a high non-radiative recombination in such SQW. Concerning samples
#2 and #3 containing GaN spacer - without and with UL (see Figure 3b,c), the IQE of m-plane
SQW is estimated equal to 15.3% and 14.9% respectively. The presence of UL does not strongly
change the IQE, pointing out the inefficiency of InGaN UL in the case of core-shell geometry,
contrary to the usual planar c-plane QW structures. Moreover, a difference in the PL behavior
(Figure 3b, 3c) is observed for the temperature around 150 K between sample #2 and #3,
nevertheless if we consider the evolution of normalized intensity in Arrhenius plot (see
supporting information) no significant change in activation energies is revealed. Also, in the
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Figure 3c, the intensity decrease of UL when the PL temperature arises 300K is faster in
comparison of SQW emission. This observation is explained by less carrier localizations due to a
lower In-content of InGaN UL estimated around 5%.

Considering now that the results obtained in PL and in CL are not reliable techniques for
comparing intensities of different samples (since it can be affected by the difference in extraction
efficiency), we carried out a time-resolved CL (TRCL) analysis to estimate the light emission
efficiency. In addition to the CL setup described above, a beam blanker has been used to generate
short electron pulses and the recombination rate is measured using a fast photodetector. Details of
the experimental setup can be found elsewhere.47 Taking into account the size of the wires (about
1.5 µm in diameter) and the rise time of the pulse generator, the temporal resolution is limited by
the detector and estimated to be around 50 ps. The CL decay lifetime is calculated as follows in
order to better understand and compare all samples. We first fit the experimental data with a
mono-exponential decay:
.

# (%) = #( exp ,− /0
1
/

1

1

2

42

= / +/

(1)
(2)

where τ is the effective lifetime considering both radiative (56 ) and non-radiative (576 ) processes.
The internal quantum efficiency is then defined as IQE = τ/τr.
For each sample, we probe the ratio between the effective lifetime at room temperature compared
to the one at low temperature. This allows us to compare the relative change of IQE between the
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different samples. First, we perform the measurements at different temperatures on a single wire
from sample #2 having GaN spacer as shown in Figure 4a. The decrease in effective lifetime with
increasing temperature shown in Figure 4b is attributed to the activation of non-radiative
processes – Shockley Read Hall (SRH) mechanism. We then study the influence of the UL by
comparing the relative IQE of sample #2 (without UL) and sample #3 (with UL). To do so, we
measure the effective lifetime for more than five wires for each sample at room temperature and
also at 5K (see the inset of Figure 4b showing the ratio τeff(300K)/τeff(5K) for samples #2 and #3).
No significant difference is recorded in the measured values at 5 or 300K. Also, the ratio remains
in the 0.45-0.70 range (see averaged values indicated by dotted lines) indicating no large
variation of effective lifetime, contrary to usual c-plane planar case, where the effective lifetime
varies by two orders of magnitude (from 170 ps to 20 ns) by adding an InGaN UL.33
TRPL has been performed at room temperature on wire ensemble in order to deduce the average
effective lifetime for a large number of wires. The as-grown wires are dispersed on silicon
substrates and excited with 366 nm laser operating with a power density of 1.73 W/cm2 and
having a repetition rate of 76.0 MHz. Figure 4c corresponds to the PL decay measured for sample
#2 (without UL) and sample #3 (with UL) respectively. The estimated effective carrier lifetimes
(τeff) for the two samples show no significant difference (133 ps and 145 ps for sample #2 and
sample #3 respectively), thus being consistent with the TRCL measurements. Therefore, the
overall optical measurements do not show any IQE improvement by adding an UL to the m-plane
QW.
Structural Characterizations. To further understand the influence of the GaN spacer on the
growth of the InGaN QW and to correlate the growth results to the improved light emission, two
additional typical core-shell InGaN samples without and with GaN spacer are studied by STEM.
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Note that unlike the samples characterized above which contain single QW, additional samples
studied by STEM have MQWs so as to observe the propagation of structural defects (if any). The
samples studied by STEM correspond to typical core-shell MQWs grown at 750°C for InGaN
QWs and at 885°C for the GaN barriers. The same process explained for the SQW growth is
performed on these core-shell MQW systems. Thin cross-section slices of the wires either in
longitudinal or in transversal mode (cutting along and perpendicular to the c-axis, respectively)
are prepared by focused ion beam (FIB) using a STRATA 400S equipment. First STEM analyses
(see Figures 5a,c) at low magnification are performed on a FEI TECNAI microscope operated at
200 kV using a High Angle Annular Dark Field detector (HAADF) with a rather large camera
length to enhance the diffraction contrast related to the presence of defects with respect to the
chemical contrast. The core-shell InGaN QWs in these STEM images appear bright and the GaN
barriers look dark. Figure 5a reveals a significant number of bright lines corresponding to
extended defects originating from the first QW when the QWs are directly grown on wire
sidewalls, whereas no defect is visible in the case of GaN spacer growth (Figure 5c). The Figure
S6 in the supporting information shows a STEM image of selected zone with and w/o GaN
spacer that clearly confirms the absence of extended defects in presence of the GaN spacer.
InGaN/GaN core-shell wires usually exhibit stacking faults (SFs) showing contrast perpendicular
to the QWs.4,48 Detailed investigation of the SFs in the case of planar QWs on m-plane GaN
systems reveals that these defects plastically relax the misfit strain accumulated during the
growth process along the !̅-direction.49,50 The pronounced difference between the defect densities
in the two images is clearly related to the growth of the GaN spacer. It demonstrates that the
presence of GaN spacer grown at lower temperature prevents the formation of extended defects
which cause the degradation of the QWs properties. To understand the origin of defect formation,
STEM-HAADF images at high magnification combined with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
14

spectra are acquired using a FEI THEMIS operated at 200 kV and equipped with super X
detectors. Figure 5b,d shows the STEM images and EDX mapping including Si (yellow), In (red)
and Ga (green) elements for the two samples having InGaN/GaN QWs without and with GaN
spacer, respectively. In Figure 5d, the presence of a GaN spacer having a thickness of ~150 nm is
clearly visible separating the GaN core from the first QW as indicated by a narrow dark line
pointed by two yellow arrows. EDX mapping reveals the presence of Si inside this dark line.
Therefore, an ultra-thin Si-enriched layer corresponding probably to SiGaxNy seems to be
spontaneously formed on GaN wire sidewalls when the wire growth is stopped to reach the
MQW growth conditions. In the high-resolution STEM image (image at left side in Figure 5d),
the thickness of this residual layer is about 1 nm. Ultra-thin layer in core-shell MQW wires has
also been previously reported51,52,53 and related to Si-enrichment as shown by EDX
measurements.6,54,55 This contaminated layer formation is attributed to some residual silane that
may be still present in the reactor, because of the high flux silane injection used to passivate the
lateral surface56 around the wire-stem during the first stage of the GaN wire growth. When the
silane flux is stopped, ‘a memory effect’ can lead to an unintentional thin SiGaxNy deposition and
eventually to a Si surface segregation. We can notice that this surface contamination adversely
affects the growth of the first InGaN QW as can be seen in Figure 5b. Indeed, the EDX mapping
(bottom image) highlights the presence of an ultra-thin layer containing Si at the interface
between the GaN wire sidewalls and the first InGaN QW. The presence of this unintentionally
formed layer having a thickness of about 1 nm (as revealed by HR-STEM image on the left side
of Figure 5b) is detrimental for the first QW grown immediately after the GaN core, exhibiting
rough interfaces, a large thickness gradient and the nucleation of a high-density of extended
defects. The SiNx layer is known to act as a passivation layer in selective area growth and
prevents growth of (In)GaN. Therefore, we can suspect that this residual SiGaxNy layer highly
15

perturbs the InGaN QW growth. In Figure 5a, a small hole is even visible (see the black circle)
on the first QW related to an effect of selective area growth of InGaN on the SiGaxNy layer. The
presence of such holes has been already observed in some of our previous works.4,57 The actual
growth of (In)GaN on this residual SiGaxNy ultra-thin layer is certainly related to the
discontinuity and non-stoichiometry of this unintended layer. The fact that no defect is generated
at the SiGaN/GaN interface (contrary to the SiGaN/InGaN interface) is consistent with the
growth of high quality GaN on in situ SiNx intermediate layer acting as a dislocation filtering
previous reported for planar growth.58 The defects induced by the SiGaxNy layer on InGaN favor
the non-radiative recombination and degrades the light emission efficiency. The growth of GaN
spacer allows burying this unintentional SiGaxNy layer in order to prevent the defect formation
inside InGaN MQW stacks. This observation is consistent with the previous optical
characterization confirming that GaN spacer growth is required to get m-plane emission and to
provide performance improvement.59
Apart from the beneficial role of GaN spacer, another important finding from our experimental
results is that the introduction of an InGaN UL does not improve the IQE of the core-shell active
region in stark contrast to c-plane QWs.33 Such a drastic change when moving from c-plane QW
to m-plane QW, might be linked to the strong increase of residual doping observed in m-plane
QWs compared to c-plane QW which may lead to an apparent increase of IQE.60 However,
similar experiments have been performed on n-GaN core/active region/p-GaN shell, in order to
place the active region in the center of the space charge region to reduce the effect of the residual
doping. These experiments (data not shown) lead to similar conclusions, i.e. the UL does not
improve m-plane QW IQE. One may wonder if the surface point defect density is lower in our
sample due to the intrinsic role of the m-plane surface or to our growth conditions having a very
16

low V/III ratio. It has been shown on c-plane QWs that point surface defects are created only
when the GaN buffer is grown at high temperature (> 850°C) associated with a thermal activation
energy of 3.6 eV close to the decomposition activation of c-plane GaN.33 In addition, it has been
observed that the deep level density is drastically reduced for N-type m-plane GaN compared to
the c-plane GaN.61 Therefore, the inefficiency of InGaN UL on m-plane wire facets is certainly
attributed to the reduction of point defect density related either to an intrinsic property of m-plane
GaN surfaces or to an extrinsic property due to unusual growth conditions required to form wires.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, a detailed analysis correlating optical and structural characterization has been
performed on Si-doped !̅-wires with m-plane core-shell InGaN/GaN QWs to study the influence
of GaN spacer and low In-content InGaN UL on the InGaN SQW emission efficiency. The PL
and CL measurements reveal that for the sample with direct growth of SQW, no m-plane
emission is measured whereas this emission is observed for sample having GaN spacer (with and
without InGaN UL) exhibiting an IQE of about 15%. No significant change of τeff is measured in
presence of InGaN UL by TR-CL at 5 and 300K or by TR-PL at 300K proving that no IQE
improvement is effective for core-shell m-plane QW. The m-plane emission of SQW is explained
by the structural observations obtained by STEM since the presence of 150 nm-thick GaN spacer
prevents the degradation of InGaN QWs induced by an unintended ultra-thin SiGaxNy layer
present around the GaN core. The growth of GaN spacer results in well-defined QWs without the
formation of any extended defects. On the contrary, the presence of low In-content InGaN UL
does not further improve the SQW efficiency, whereas such UL has been proposed to explain the
strong enhancement of the emission efficiency for standard planar c-InGaN/GaN MQWs. If we
17

assume the explanations proposed for the 2D materials ruling out the importance of extended
defects for QW emission efficiency, the density of point defects in these wires would be
considered less significant to act as NR centers and a single GaN spacer is definitely sufficient to
prevent the QW efficiency degradation. The surface formation energy of the point defects such as
vacancy is certainly different for c-plane GaN to m-plane GaN. Additional ab-initio calculations
and growth experiments on planar m-plane LED containing UL are required to extend this effect
on all types of m-plane surfaces.
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Supporting Information
Photoluminescence measurement for as-grown wires on sapphire substrate having varying
thickness of UL (between 50-200 nm), cathodoluminescence (CL) measurement for sample #3 as
a function of accelerating voltage (0.5-30 kV), additional hyperspectral CL analyses for single
wires from sample #1, time-resolved CL measurements for single wire from sample #2, STEM
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image showing absence and presence of extended defects in the same wire slice, Arrhenius plot
for sample #2 and #3 to understand the different PL evolution at varying temperatures.

Figure Caption

Figure 1: Schematics of the three core-shell heterostructures grown on !̅-oriented GaN wires: (a)
#1 InGaN single quantum well (SQW), (b) #2 with the addition of a GaN spacer prior to SQW,
(c) #3 with the adding of an InGaN under-layer (UL) between the GaN spacer and the SQW. 30°tilted SEM images of as-grown wires: (d), (e) and (f) corresponds to (a), (b) and (c)
heterostructures respectively along with enlarged views on single wires.

Figure 2: Optical measurements at room temperature: (a) PL spectra for the three as-grown
samples presented in Figure 1, (b)-(d) CL hyperspectral analysis of typical single wires with the
SEM image view of the measured wires for three samples.

Figure 3: Temperature dependent PL spectra for the three as-grown samples: #1 SQW (a), #2
GaN spacer addition prior SQW (b) and #3 InGaN under-layer (UL) between the GaN spacer and
the SQW (c). Internal quantum efficiency (IQE) estimation is provided for samples #2 and #3
related to m-plane emission (the sample #1 exhibits emission from top-facets).
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Figure 4: Time resolved measurements using TRCL (a,b) and TRPL (c): (a) TRCL intensity
decay curves as a function of temperature for the sample #2, (b) effective lifetime (τeff) at 5 and
300K measured on 5 different wires coming from sample #2 and #3 (effective lifetime as a
function of temperature measured on one wire of sample #2), the inset compares the ratio
τeff(300K)/τeff(5K) for wires of the sample #2 (without UL) and the sample #3 (with UL); (c)
TRPL intensity decay curves for sample #2 and #3 showing estimated values for τ300 K as 132 and
145 ps respectively.

Figure 5: STEM-HAADF images at low (a,c) and high magnification (b,d) for samples with (a,b)
and without (c,d) GaN spacer (150 nm thick) of core-shell InGaN/GaN MQW systems. EDX
maps complete the high magnification observation. (a,b): Transversal cross-sectional STEMHAADF images taken along the [0001] zone axis. The enlarged image (left image in (b))
corresponding to the blue square of the right image shows the presence of a dark line at the
interface between the GaN core (yellow arrow) and the first QW, STEM-EDX elemental map of
Ga (green), In (red) and Si (yellow) (bottom image in (b)) indicates that the dark line is a Sienriched layer; (c,d) Longitudinal cross-sectional STEM-HAADF images taken along the [1010]
zone axis. The enlarged image (left image in (d)) and STEM-EDX elemental map (bottom image
in (d)) show that the Si-enriched layer (dark line) is located at the interface between the GaN core
and the GaN spacer, far away from the first InGaN QW.
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